
Barden Reservoirs 

 

We start in Burnsall village, at the pay car park at the Riverside. Sat Nav users will find that postcode 

BD23 6BS gets them to this spot along from the bridge, whilst the What-3-Words tag 

gosh.roadblock.pelting or grid reference SE03346077 adds some precision. 

From the car park we turn left, to walk up the minor road that leads to Barden Tower, passing the 

Devonshire Fell on the right. We take the permissive path on the right and after the Barden Fell 

Access Areas information board, we start to climb steeply on the forest path – the trees have been 

cleared. A finger post indicates a 90⁰ turn to the left which leads to a narrower track between two 

walls & a stile / gate. The main plantation is in view as we continue to climb more gradually, with 

fine views across the Wharfe valley. 

The moor levels out, with some slightly boggy areas, & patches of cotton grass, with the path 

becoming a track with a loose stony surface. This easy-to-follow track bends to the right along the 

contour lines and leads towards a small feeder reservoir, with overflow channels & flow control 

gear. Here we turn left again along the top of the reservoir on another stony track. At this point 

Lower Barden reservoir is just visible, but the Upper Reservoir is hidden behind The Whams.  

The path remains clear & flattish and eventually bends right and we finally see the house by the 

Upper Barden reservoir. As we approach the house & reservoir, we ignore the fingerpost to Eastby & 

Rylstone, and return to the wide Waterworks track down towards Barden Lower reservoir.  

This clear but not straight track gradually moves down the moor side, just above Barden Beck, giving 

open views across the Bolton Abbey estate, towards Simon Seat. We pass above the Brass Castle – a 

shooting shack backed on to a rocky outcrop. 

Shortly after crossing a small bridge, we reach a cattle grid where we leave the main track to the 

right to pick up a Permissive path, a less distinct but well-walked narrow trod through the heather at 

the edge of the reservoir. At the sluices we exit through a wide gate.   

The waterways track we left earlier to follow the reservoir side, re-joins as we drop down the moor 

to the side of a small wood. We pass through a new gate with further information on the access 

land, to join a minor road from Halton Moor, before almost immediately reaching a junction with the 

B6160. We turn left, passing the sign for Barden, as the remains of the Tower and the Priest’s House 

restaurant appear on the right.  

We bear right at the road junction here & walk downhill on the narrow lane, at the side / back of the 

ruined tower. Extreme caution is required here as the road bends considerably & the traffic can be 

very close to the side of the road as it leaves the Barden Bridge crossing and pedestrians cannot be 

easily seen! 

Barden Bridge, across the river Wharfe, is a well-known landmark at the upper end of the main 

Bolton Abbey estate and the road can be busy here. 

After a very short further section of road, the Dales Way peels off to the left and we follow, initially 

parallel to the road & then nearer to the riverbank, in the direction of Howgill. This is a lovely stretch 

of path but can be busy with day visitors out for a stroll as well as hardened walkers undertaking the 

Dales Way long distance walk. 



Our path meanders along at the river’s side, in wooded areas and open fields, before turning right 

up to the roadside again near Howgill. A short excursion to the left following the sign before 

reaching the farm at Howgill allows a view of the steppingstones across the Wharfe (river level 

permitting) on the path to Drebley. 

Following the track by the house / farm buildings we briefly touch the road and cross a small stone 

bridge, before leaving on the left again, Dales Way signed for Appletreewick & Burnsall. The path 

remains close to the river side, and we noted a memorial stone to a lost member of the Bradford 

branch of the British Sub-Aqua club. The river is flat pools & small waterfalls at this point and the 

path again runs through shady woods & open meadows (filled with flowers on our visit). 

We drop down some steps to come out in fields by Appletreewick (path up to the village here is an 

option) and are briefly walking immediately next to the minor road, before bending left & then away 

from the river as it meanders. After Woodhouse we cross a footbridge over Barben (not Barbon!) 

beck and the path re-joins the river bank before we pass through a gateway announcing the 

Hartlington car park.  

This extensive riverside pasture includes a toilet block and is very popular as a parking / picnic area 

in the summer. As the sign indicates, parking and use is supervised! Walking through is allowed 

though. We reach the road & turn left to cross Burnsall Bridge before meeting the “main road” and 

turning left again to get back to our start point. 

 

 

 

• Total distance 10.3 miles, (16.5 km) 

• Total Ascent 469 m 

• Challenging walk 

 


